TSM offers a variety of bars to assist at the toilet. There are bars that straddle the toilet bowl and provide a firm grip for both arms, sidewall bars, corner bars, and even swingaway and swingup bars. Dimensions are centerline unless noted otherwise. Fastener kits are ordered separately (see page 23). Almost any bar shown can be modified to different dimensions.

Let us know your requirements. See page 21 for custom bars.

These toilet bars are 24/7 fabin stainless steel with 11/4" (32mm) tubing and concealed screw flanges.

Left hand is shown in each case except for the 2424-S, which is not handed.

Tubular Specialties Mfg.®

18” (457mm) Plate 8 ga.

Grabbars - Toilet

Basic Straight Bar

Straight Bars

Basic Straight Bar

“M” Adds a Mid Support

“CM” is a Corner Mount

Standard Lengths

Standard Lengths

Standard Lengths

Toilet Wall-to-Floor Bars

3033 & 3033D: These surface-mounted bars utilize outliers at floor to stabilize. If the bar is on the right when the user is sitting on the toilet, specify right hand.

3033DX: Provides the same function as the 3033 without outlier at floor; however, the bar has a 4” extension set into a concrete floor.

3033Y: Extra-wide legs for easy access by wheelchair users. The 1822-F mounts to the floor and the 1818-FM-3 tilts up for easy cleaning.

3033L and 3033R: Detachable for easy cleaning.

Toilet Bar

1822-F Wheelchair Toilet Bar

1822-F Wheelchair Toilet Bar

1818-FM-3: Extra-wide legs for easy access by wheelchair users. The 1822-F mounts to the floor and the 1818-FM-3 tilts up for easy cleaning. Both bars fit toilet bowl height of 15” - 151/2” (381–394mm), but can be modified to fit your requirements.

1818-1/2" Safety Arm Rest

Detachable for easy cleaning.

Swingup Bar

3012 Swingup Bar

901 Swingaway Bar

Straddle Bars

3033W Wall-to-Floor Bar with Double Outrigger

3033X Wall-to-Floor Bar for Concrete Installation

3033Y Wall-to-Floor Bar

Corner Mount

45° Inclined Bar

Hockey Stick

Combination Grab Bar

Angle Bars

832 Hockey Stick

2245 45' Inclined Bar

2020 Combination Grab Bar

1220 Boomerang Bar

2424-S Wall-to-Floor Bar

2424-SF Straddle Bar for Flush Valve

2424-SN Straddle Bar for Tank Toilet

Swingaway Bar

3012-PD for toilet paper dispenser

3012-PD for toilet paper dispenser

These bars are excellent for walls with limited space. Fastener Kits are ordered separately (see page 23).

Toilet Wall-to-Floor Straddle Bar

2220-S Straddle Bar for Flush Valve

2228-S Straddle Bar for Tank Toilet

Combination Grab Bar

2020 Combination Grab Bar